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Variation across dog breeds presents a unique opportunity to investigate the
evolution and biological basis of complex behavioural traits. We integrated
behavioural data from more than 14 000 dogs from 101 breeds with breedaveraged genotypic data (n = 5697 dogs) from over 100 000 loci in the dog
genome. We found high levels of among-breed heritability for 14 behavioural traits (the proportion of trait variance attributable to genetic similarity
among breeds). We next identified 131 single nucleotide polymorphisms
associated with breed differences in behaviour, which were found in genes
that are highly expressed in the brain and enriched for neurobiological functions and developmental processes, suggesting that they may be functionally
associated with behavioural differences. Our results shed light on the heritability and genetic architecture of complex behavioural traits and identify
dogs as a powerful model in which to address these questions.

1. Introduction
Genetic and phenotypic variation across dog breeds provides a unique opportunity for investigating questions about the evolution and biological basis of
complex traits. For example, studies of breed differences have led to major
advances in our understanding of the genetics of diseases, including cancer,
metabolic disorders and blindness [1], as well as the genetic underpinnings
of morphological traits, such as body mass, coat type and coloration [2]. Despite
rapid progress in these areas, we still know little about the biological bases of
breed differences in behaviour (reviewed in [3]). For instance, the extent to
which phenotypic similarities are predicted by genetic relatedness among
breeds remains unknown. Furthermore, even less is known about the genetic
architecture of these behavioural traits. Are they largely polygenic—as is
the case for most complex traits—or instead predominantly influenced by a
handful of loci [2,4]?
Dogs provide a powerful model to address questions about behavioural
evolution, due to their simplified genetic architecture resulting from population
bottlenecks during domestication and strong diversifying selection during subsequent breed evolution [5–7]. The majority of variance among modern breeds
has probably resulted from the repeated crossing of novel phenotypes, which—
originating from a limited pool of genetic variation—has nonetheless given rise
to extraordinary phenotypic diversity. In addition to these practical advantages,
dogs exhibit complex cognitive and behavioural phenotypes, some of which
exhibit striking parallels to traits in humans [8–13]. For example, common
genetic mechanisms contribute to individual differences in social behaviour
in dogs and humans, with relevance to understanding behavioural syndromes
such the hypersociability found in Williams syndrome [14]. However, research
to date has been conducted with small sample sizes from a restricted number of
breeds, limiting our ability to make broader inferences about the evolution and
biological basis of behavioural diversity across breeds [15,16].
© 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

(ii) Behavioural data
Behavioural data were obtained from the Canine Behavioral
Assessment and Research Questionnaire (C-BARQ) Database at
the University of Pennsylvania (https://vetapps.vet.upenn.
edu/cbarq/). The C-BARQ is a widely used behavioural assessment tool for dogs with established reliability characteristics and
demonstrated construct validity [23–26]. It comprises 14 factors
or subscales extracted by factor analysis from responses to 78 behavioural items that are scored either in terms of severity or
frequency (table 1). All C-BARQ items are presented as fivepoint ordinal rating scales with a score of ‘0’ corresponding to
‘absent/never’ and a score of ‘4’ corresponding to ‘severe/
always’. C-BARQ factor scores are calculated by averaging all
the item scores within each factor [23]. The current sample was
derived from 29 656 C-BARQ entries for pet dogs collected
from dog owners between 2005 and 2016. These data were filtered to include only pure-bred dogs (owner report), and
further restricted to breeds represented in the genetic data
sources described above (n = 14 020; electronic supplementary
material, table S1). To ensure representative samples, we
included only breeds with at least 25 observations per breed
for analysis. Our final behavioural dataset linked to the Parker
et al. [19] genetic data included 12 806 dogs from 86 breeds,
and our final behavioural dataset linked to the Hayward et al.
[4] genetic data included 13 907 dogs from 98 breeds.

(iii) Heritability analyses

2. Methods
(a) Data sources
(i) Genetic data
We used genetic data from two large-scale genotyping analyses:
Hayward et al. [4] and Parker et al. [19]. Both genetic datasets
were generated using the Illumina Canine HD SNP chip (Illumina, San Diego, CA) which includes a set of 172 000 SNPs
from across the dog genome [21]. Using these data, we estimated
genetic relationships among breeds using identity-by-state (IBS)
matrices generated in PLINK v.1.9, using the default settings
( plink—file datafile—cluster—matrix [22]. From these matrices
(one for each genetic dataset), we then generated breed-average
IBS matrices by calculating the mean IBS within breeds and

Heritability was estimated using efficient mixed model association (EMMA) [27,28]. For comparison to a more conventional
approach, we conducted supplementary analyses implementing
the animal model [29] with Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) linear mixed models [30]. Although both approaches
are mixed models for estimation of the phenotypic variance
attributable to (additive) genetic and environmental effects,
they differ in the computations through which variance components are estimated. Specifically, EMMA employs restricted
maximum likelihood (REML) to efficiently estimate variance
components whereas variance components are numerically optimized in the MCMC framework. EMMA models were fitted
using the NAM R package [31], and MCMC models were
fitted using the MCMCglmm R package [30]. The equations for
these mixed models, and additional details, are included in the
electronic supplementary material.
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between pairs of breeds. The off-diagonal elements in these
matrices represent the proportion of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are (on average) identical between each
pairwise combination of breeds. The Hayward et al. dataset
included 12 143 additional custom markers, and in total included
160 727 SNPs with a minor allele frequency (MAF) greater than
0.01 [4]. The Parker et al. dataset included 150 131 SNPs with a
MAF > 0.01 and was obtained directly from the authors. The
dataset from Parker et al. [19] contains individuals sampled in
Hayward et al. [4], which were removed from the Parker et al.
data in order to obtain independent genetic datasets for analysis.
The resulting datasets included a mutually exclusive set of 4342
dogs from Hayward et al. [4] and 1355 dogs from Parker et al.
[19]. Median inter-SNP distances were 5829 bases for the
Parker et al. data and 6606 bases for the Hayward et al. data.
For heritability analyses, breed-level IBS matrices were multiplied by an individual-level incidence matrix in order to
generate an individual-level IBS matrix. This approach allowed
us to incorporate data at the individual level within a mixedmodel framework (electronic supplementary material). To
avoid the assumption that members of the same breed were
clonal, pairwise within-breed IBS values were set to the average
IBS value between members of that breed.
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In the current study, we combined a behavioural dataset
of more than 14 000 dogs from 101 breeds (electronic supplementary material, table S1) with breed-typical genotypic
data from over 100 000 loci across the dog genome. Using
these data, we quantified the extent to which breed differences in behaviour are attributable to genetic similarity
among breeds, and identified genomic regions associated
with breed differences in behaviour.
First, we hypothesized that if diversifying selection in
dogs has led to genetically based breed differences in behaviour, then phenotypic similarity among breeds should be
attributable to genetic similarity among breeds. In quantitative genetics, this proportion of phenotypic variance
attributable to additive genetic factors is typically quantified
as (narrow-sense) heritability (h 2). Heritability estimates are
population-specific, and can vary across time, environments
and between populations, due to population differences in
both genetic and environmental variance [17]. When considering variance across breeds, we can make use of the
heritability concept while acknowledging some potentially
important differences from studies of heritability in randomly
interbreeding populations.
Although dogs have been bred by humans for millennia,
the formalization of modern breeds, as defined by closed
genetic pools, occurred only 200–300 years ago [18]. Consequently, most modern breeds are characterized by limited
genetic diversity, and members of the same breed can be
reliably assigned to a single breed-specific clade [18–20].
From an evolutionary perspective, variance across breeds
reflects diversifying selection, which has occurred rapidly
through selective breeding by humans. Thus, we hypothesized that due to relatively high levels of among-breed
(relative to within-breed) variance, heritability estimates
across breeds would far exceed those obtained within
breeds. To disambiguate within- from across-breed measures
of heritability (acknowledging fundamental differences in the
reference populations for these studies), we use the term
‘among-breed heritability’.
Second, if breed differences in behaviour are highly heritable, we expected that models predicting breed-average
behavioural scores as a function of breed-average allele frequency would identify loci contributing to phenotypic
variance. We hypothesized that if the genes implicated in
these analyses contribute to variance in behaviour across
breeds, that they should be highly expressed in the brain,
and play functional roles in nervous system processes with
relevance to behaviour.

Table 1. Description of C-BARQ factors.
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trainability (frequency)

willingness to attend to the owner, obey simple commands, fetch objects, respond positively to correction, and

stranger aggression (severity)

ignore distracting stimuli (8)
threatening or aggressive responses to strangers approaching or invading the dog’s or owner’s personal space,

owner aggression (severity)

territory or home range (10)
threatening or aggressive responses to the owner or other household members when challenged, handled, stared

dog aggression (severity)

at, stepped over, or approached while in possession of food or objects (8)
threatening or aggressive responses when approached directly by unfamiliar dogs (4)

dog rivalry (severity)

aggressive or threatening responses to other familiar dogs in the same household (4)

dog fear (severity)
stranger fear (severity)

fearful or wary responses when approached directly by unfamiliar dogs (4)
fearful or wary responses when approached directly by unfamiliar people (4)

non-social fear (severity)
touch sensitivity (severity)

fearful or wary responses to sudden or loud noises, trafﬁc, and unfamiliar objects and situations (6)
fearful or wary responses to potentially painful or uncomfortable procedures, including bathing, grooming,
nail-clipping, and veterinary examinations (4)

separation problems (frequency)

vocalizing and/or destructive behaviour when separated from the owner, including autonomic signs of anxiety—
restlessness, loss of appetite, trembling and excessive salivation (8)

excitability (frequency)

reaction to potentially exciting or arousing events, such as going for walks or car trips, doorbells, arrival of visitors
or the owner arriving home; difﬁculty settling down after such events (6)

attachment/attention-seeking
(frequency)

maintains close proximity to the owner or other members of the household, solicits affection or attention, becomes
agitated when the owner gives attention to third parties (6)

chasing (severity + frequency)

pursues cats, birds and/or other small animals, given the opportunity (4)

energy (frequency)

level of energetic, boisterous and/or playful behaviour (2)

To estimate heritability for each behavioural trait, we
employed a resampling procedure to reduce computational
demands and assess a distribution of results across random subsamples across breeds. The resampling procedure was performed
as follows: (i) randomly sample 25 individuals from each breed
without replacement; (ii) estimate heritability in this subsample.
The mean value across resampling was used as the final heritability estimate. For MCMC modelling, each model used a
1000 iteration burn-in, followed by a 10-iteration thinning interval across 9000 subsequent iterations. For each MCMC model,
we retained the mean heritability value from the posterior distribution. Results from EMMA and MCMC heritability models
were highly similar (electronic supplementary material). To
assess statistical significance of heritability estimates, we performed the resampling procedure but randomly permuted the
trait values across breeds at each iteration.
To test whether these behaviours arose from selection, rather
than genetic drift due to the likely genetic bottleneck early in
breeding, we conducted Qst − Fst analysis [32,33]. We approximated Qst using Pst across all 14 behaviours (after controlling
for breed-average body weight) using the R package Pstat, and
calculated confidence intervals using 1000 bootstrap iterations.
We calculated genome-wide Fst using all SNPs in the Parker
et al. data, under the reasonable assumption that majority of
the sites would be neutrally evolving.

(iv) Genome-wide association study
We assessed associations between SNPs and the behavioural
traits using EMMA [28]. Specifically, we modelled breed-average
behavioural scores as a function of breed-average allele frequency and a polynomial term for the log of breed-average
body weight. EMMA models were fitted using the EMMREML
R package [34]. We included a second-order polynomial term

for log body weight because preliminary analyses revealed nonlinear associations between breed-average weight and behaviour
that were best captured using a polynomial term. We only
included SNPs with a median MAF across breeds of at least
0.05 (Hayward et al.: 127 970 SNPs; Parker et al. 110 096 SNPs).
Genome-wide association study (GWAS) analyses were conducted separately with each genetic dataset, and the resulting
p-values were combined across datasets using meta-analysis
(Fisher’s method), first at the level of the SNP (109 780 overlapping SNPs), and then at the level of the gene. Combined
p-values were Bonferroni corrected for identification of genes
associated with behavioural traits, and false discovery rate
(FDR) corrected for the enrichment analyses described below
[35]. Our primary analyses were restricted to SNPs located in
genes, but we report supplemental analyses that associated
SNPs with the nearest gene within 20 kb (electronic supplementary material). To derive gene-level p-values from the GWAS, we
combined p-values from multiple SNPs associated with the same
gene using meta-analysis (Fisher’s method).

(v) Enrichment analyses
To infer the biological relevance of genes implicated in the
GWAS, we conducted enrichment analyses using gene ontology
(GO), and tests of tissue-specific gene expression. GO enrichment
analyses test whether a set of genes identified in an analysis are
disproportionately related to specific functions (grouped within
three broad domains involving cellular components, molecular
functions, or biological processes). Because we were interested
in processes related to behaviour, we conducted the GO analysis
using the biological process domain. GO analyses were
implemented using a Fisher exact test and the ‘weight01’ algorithm in the topGO R package [36,37], with ENSEMBL gene
identifiers mapped to GO terms using the biomaRt R package
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Figure 1. Within- and among-breed heritability estimates, and breed-level behavioural data. (a) Heritability (h 2) estimates ( proportion of variance attributable to
genetic factors) for 14 behavioural traits. Genotypic variation accounts for five times more variance in analyses across versus within breeds (within-breed estimates
compiled from Ilska et al. [44]). Points for Hayward et al. [4] and Parker et al. [19] reflect the results of analyses with independent genetic datasets. Error bars reflect
the 95% confidence intervals. (b) Heatmap of breed-average behavioural scores plotted alongside a cladogram of breed relatedness from Parker et al. [19]. (Online
version in colour).
[38,39]. Genes were included as significant if the FDR corrected
p-value for the gene was less than or equal to 0.05. Our primary
GO analyses were restricted to gene-level p-values derived from
meta-analysis of SNPs in the gene, but additional analyses using
SNPs within 20Kb of the nearest gene are provided in the
electronic supplementary material.
Tissue enrichment analyses investigated whether the genes
identified through meta-analysis disproportionately included
genes with tissue-specific expression (e.g. brain, heart, liver,
etc.). These analyses were conducted using the TissueEnrich R
package [40]. Data on tissue-specific gene expression in dogs
were compiled from a study of gene expression in 10 tissues
from a sample of four dogs [41]. Microarray expression data
were averaged across dogs (two beagles and two mixed-breed
dogs), and across probes in cases where genes were mapped to
more than one probe. Tissue-specific genes were defined using
the algorithm from Uhlén et al. [42], with a gene classified as
‘tissue-specific’ if it was 3× more highly expressed in a particular
tissue compared to all other tissues. Because dogs and humans
share similar tissue enrichment patterns [41,43], we also conducted enrichment analyses using human gene expression data
from a larger sample of individuals and tissues [42].

3. Results
We found that a large proportion of behavioural variance across
breeds (among-breed heritability) is attributable to genetic
factors (figure 1a). The mean among-breed heritability was
0.51 ± 0.12 (s.d.) across all 14 traits (range: h 2 = 0.27–0.77), and
significantly higher than the null expectation in all cases
(permutation tests, p < 0.001). These estimates are also significantly higher than those in previous studies assessing
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(a)
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heritability of the same traits in large within-breed samples
(mean difference = 0.37, 95% CI = 0.44–0.30; t13 = −12.25,
p < 0.001; [44], but see [45]). Incorporating among-breed
variance thus yields h 2 estimates that are on average, five times
higher (range = 1.3–25.5 times higher) than traditional withinbreed estimates, which could be due to limited genetic and phenotypic variation within breeds. Although heritability estimates
at these different scales stem from fundamentally different
underlying populations (randomly interbreeding versus highly
structured populations), the statistical component of estimating
variance ratios is similar in both cases, suggesting that a larger
fraction of phenotypic variance across breeds is explained by
genetic factors compared with typical within-breed studies.
Interestingly, the traits with the highest among-breed heritability were trainability (h 2 = 0.73), stranger-directed
aggression (h 2 = 0.68), chasing (h 2 = 0.62) and attachment
and attention-seeking (h 2 = 0.56), which is consistent with
the hypothesis that these behaviours have been important
targets of selection during the formation of modern breeds
[3]. Indeed, the overall patterns of breed differences align closely with genetic clades corresponding to functional breed
groups (figure 1b). Qst − Fst analysis revealed that all 14 behavioural traits were under strong positive selection, and
could not be explained by genetic drift alone (electronic
supplementary material, figure S1).
To identify specific loci associated with breed differences
in behaviour, we conducted a GWAS across breeds. Following the approach used previously to identify genomic
regions associated with morphological [2] and athletic variation between breeds [46], we modelled breed-average
behavioural scores as a function of breed-average allele
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Figure 2. Genetic associations with breed differences in behaviour. (a) Manhattan plot showing SNPs associated with behavioural traits (colour coded) after Bonferroni correction. Individual Manhattan plots for each trait are shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S4. (b) Behavioural trait values, corrected for body
weight, as a function of allele frequency. Plots show data for 4 SNPs in genes with sequence or expression differences between foxes artificially bred for tameness or
aggression. (c) Distributions of the proportion variance explained (PVE) by SNPs associated with behavioural traits at p ≤ 0.05, after correction for the FDR. Turquoise
points and distributions: Hayward et al. [4] genetic data; yellow points and distributions: Parker et al. [19] genetic data. (Online version in colour).

frequencies, controlling for relatedness among breeds using
EMMA [28]. To confirm that our approach was sensitive to
known genetic associations with morphological traits, we
first conducted a GWAS for body mass using owner-reported
body weights from the same dataset used for our behavioural
analysis. These analyses identified SNPs in IGF1 and SMAD2
as the top autosomal hits associated with body mass, replicating the results of previous studies [2,47,48]. The top SNPs
associated with body mass were located in the same region
of IGF1 implicated in previous studies, and explained
approximately 50% of variation in body mass across breeds,
consistent with earlier reports [2,47]. For our analysis of behavioural traits, we also implemented a control for possible
inflation of p-values due to cryptic population stratification
by correcting p-values using the approach described by
Amin et al. [49]. Each behavioural trait was modelled twice:
once with each of the independent genetic datasets. The
effects of the same single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
on each behaviour were strongly correlated across the two
datasets (median r = 0.77, range: r = 0.68–0.82; electronic supplementary material, figure S2), and the strength of this
association increased to a Pearson correlation of 0.93 when
we included SNPs significantly associated with a trait at a
nominal p ≤ 0.01 (electronic supplementary material, figure
S3). This suggested that our results were not subject to variation in the representation of breeds or genotyping
platforms of a specific study. We, therefore, used Fisher’s
combined probability test to combine the p-values for each
shared SNP across the two datasets.
Overall, we identified 131 unique SNPs that were significantly associated with at least one of the 14 behavioural traits

following Bonferroni correction (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S4). Forty per cent of these
SNPs (n = 52) were located within a gene—none of which
encoded for changes in the amino acid sequence of the
protein (see electronic supplementary material, for analyses
using other distance thresholds for mapping SNPs to
genes). On average, the top SNP explained 15% of variance
in the behavioural trait (range: PVE = 0.06–0.25; figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S2). Thus, while we
identify multiple variants with moderately large effects, the
variance explained by individual SNPs is far less than that
explained by additive variation across the genome (heritability) suggesting that as in humans, behavioural traits in dogs
are highly polygenic. However, the variance explained by the
top SNPs in our analysis across breeds was, on average, more
than five times higher than that from within-breed association studies using the C-BARQ [44]. Importantly, estimates
of variation explained by SNPs with the lowest significance
values may be subject to inflation (known as the ‘winner’s
curse’) [50]. However, given that we expect this to be true
for both within- and across-breed studies, our finding that a
relatively larger proportion of variance is attributable to
single SNP differences across breeds is unlikely to be driven
by inflation of effect sizes only in our study.
To examine if these variants may be linked to behaviourrelevant genes, we further derived gene-level associations
using a meta-analytic approach (electronic supplementary
material). Many of the gene-level associations with dog behavioural traits (electronic supplementary material, table S3)
include (i) candidate domestication genes, (ii) genes mapped
to phenotypes implicated in domestication, (iii) genes
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Figure 3. Genes containing behaviour-associated SNPs are highly expressed in the brain and associated with gene ontology terms relating to brain development and
function. (a) Enrichment tests using dog gene expression to identify tissue-specific genes. (b) Enrichment tests using human gene expression to identify tissuespecific genes. Bars reflect the −log10 ( p-value) from a hypergeometric test for tissue-specific gene enrichment. The dashed line indicates −log10 ( p = 0.05) and
the results for brain tissue are highlighted in red. (c) Network plot for a subset of gene ontology terms relating to brain development and function that were
associated with breed differences in behaviour. Edge colours and line widths reflect Resnik’s similarity scores between GO terms, as implemented in NaviGO
[59]. Wider and redder lines reflect greater similarity between nodes. Node sizes are inversely proportional to p-values from enrichment tests. (Online version
in colour).
implicated in behavioural differences between foxes bred for
tameness or aggression and (iv) genes that underwent positive
selection in both human evolution and dog domestication
(electronic supplementary material, table S4). For example,
breed differences in stranger-directed aggression were associated with SNPs in GRM8, a gene that has undergone positive
selection in both humans and dogs [51]. This gene encodes a
glutamate receptor, one of the major excitatory neurotransmitters in the central nervous system. Importantly, a reduction
in stranger-directed aggression is thought to be the unifying
factor in (early) dog domestication and human self-domestication [52], making GRM8 an interesting candidate gene for
these processes. Similarly, PDE7B, which is differentially
expressed in the brains of tame and aggressive foxes [53],
has been identified as a target of selection during domestication, and is highly expressed in the brain [54], where it
functions in dopaminergic pathways [55]. In our analyses,
SNPs in this gene were associated with breed differences in
aggression, which is consistent with data from experimentally
bred foxes, as well as hypotheses that selection against aggression was the primary evolutionary pressure during initial
domestication events [56–58].
The gene–trait associations identified in our study also
align closely with similar associations in human populations
(electronic supplementary material, table S5). For example,

breed differences in aggression are associated with multiple
genes that have been linked to aggressive behaviour in
humans. Molecular associations with breed differences in
energy (frequency of energetic, boisterous and playful behaviour) include genes previously linked to resting heart rate,
daytime rest, and sleep duration in humans. Lastly, breed
differences in fear were associated with genes linked to temperament and startle response in humans, and several of the
genes implicated in breed differences in trainability have been
previously associated with intelligence and information
processing speed in humans.
If the variants in genes identified in our analyses make
major contributions to behaviour and cognition we expected
that the associated genes should be (i) involved in biological
processes related to nervous system development and function, and (ii) primarily expressed in the brain. Indeed, we
found that behaviour-associated genes (as identified through
meta-analysis) were enriched for numerous nervous system
processes (figure 3; electronic supplementary material, table
S6). These processes include neurogenesis, neuron migration
and differentiation, axon and dendrite development, and
regulation of neurotransmitter transport and release. We
also identified GO terms related to key developmental processes implicated in domestication [60,61], including neural
tube development, neural crest cell differentiation and
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The vast phenotypic diversity and simplified genetic architecture of dog breeds has led to major advances in our
understanding of complex traits relevant to morphology
and disease. Our findings suggest that dog breeds also provide a powerful and highly tractable model for questions
about the evolution and genetic basis of behavioural traits.
Breed differences in behaviour covary strongly with relatedness between breeds, and for several traits, genotype
accounts for more than 50% of behavioural variation across
breeds—up to 25× higher than heritability estimates from
genetic studies within breeds. Although among-breed analyses draw on genotypic and phenotypic variation in a
fundamentally different population than heritability studies
with randomly interbreeding populations, both analyses
address the proportion of phenotypic variance within a
study population that is attributable to genetic factors.
While the h 2 estimates from our study are high relative to
within-breed studies, they are perhaps unsurprising given
intense diversifying selection among breeds. Specifically, if
different breeds or breed groups have been selected for particular behavioural traits—or if behavioural traits are
genetically correlated with other traits under selection—then
we would expect that a large fraction of among-breed
phenotypic variance should be attributable to genetic factors.
Given sufficient among-breed heritability, we expected
that using a genome-wide approach it should be possible to
identify specific loci associated with breed differences in behaviour. Our GWAS revealed that SNPs associated with
breed differences in behaviour tend to fall in genes that are
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4. Discussion

disproportionately expressed in the brain and involved in
pathways related to the development and expression of behaviour and cognition. Therefore, although we cannot infer
causal effects of specific SNPs, the genes we identified have
potential to influence behavioural processes through altered
expression in the brain, or contributions to other biological
processes involving the nervous system. In addition, the variants associated with breed differences in behaviour are
found in genes with sequence or brain-expression differences
in foxes artificially bred for tameness or aggression, and
several of the genotype–phenotype associations we found
align closely with similar associations in human populations.
Collectively, these findings suggest that these genes may
play important roles in modulating behaviour across species
(e.g. [64]).
Because we aimed to integrate behavioural data from
large samples across more than a hundred breeds, the genotypic and phenotypic data in our study were not collected
from the same subjects, but rather aggregated across independent datasets. Although this approach does not provide
resolution at the level of the individual, both the genetic
and behavioural datasets were collected from large representative samples, and our findings were robust across
resampling and independent genetic datasets. This approach
has also been implemented successfully in other traitmapping studies in dogs, and our GWAS for body mass
with the current dataset replicated well-established findings
regarding loci linked to variation in size across breeds, as
well as the proportion of variance attributable to these variants. Thus, while future work incorporating genotypic and
phenotypic data from the same subjects will be important
for finer-resolution trait-mapping, our findings are robust at
the breed level.
Lastly, more than most model organisms, dogs also exhibit a suite of cognitive and behavioural traits that make them
a powerful model for many aspects of human social behaviour and cognition [11,65]. These similarities are
hypothesized to result from convergent evolution, due to
similar selective pressures in human evolution and dog domestication [8,66]. Many of the gene–trait associations in the
current study are consistent with similar findings from
human populations (electronic supplementary material,
table S5), suggesting the possibility of common mechanisms
contributing to behavioural variation in both dogs and
humans. Thus, the combination of phenotypic diversity
across breeds, the expression of complex traits shared with
humans and the comparative simplicity of trait-mapping in
this species make dogs an invaluable organism for questions
about the genetic bases of complex behaviours.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb

migration, and the development and organization of brain
structures including the hippocampus, cerebral cortex and
striatum (electronic supplementary material, table S6). On a
trait-specific level, we identified several interesting links
between dog behaviour and putative biological mechanisms
implicated in the regulation of these behaviours. For example,
dopaminergic pathways play important roles in mammalian
social attachment [62,63], and GO terms relating to dopamine
transport and metabolism were significantly enriched in
genes associated with breed differences in attachment and
attention-seeking. Gene-level associations and enriched GO
terms from analyses mapping SNPs to the nearest gene
within 20 Kb are shown in electronic supplementary material,
tables S7 and S8.
To examine if the genes identified through GWAS are
predominantly expressed in the brain, we analysed tissuespecific enrichment for the set of genes with SNPs that
were significantly associated with any of the 14 behavioural
traits. We used two datasets of tissue-specific expression:
(i) gene expression across 10 tissues from a sample of four
dogs [41], and (ii) human gene expression from larger
samples of individuals across a greater range of tissues
(n = 35) [42]. In both datasets, we found that the genes
containing SNPs associated with dog behaviour are significantly more likely to be expressed in the brain (figure 3;
hypergeometric test: dog tissue: p < 0.001, human tissue: p <
0.001; see electronic supplementary material, and figure S5
for similar results including SNPs nearby, but not necessarily
in, genes). Together, this suggests that the SNPs identified in
our GWAS may affect behavioural processes by altering
expression in genes that are highly expressed in the brain.
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